
9 Stunning Cheap Garden Decor
Ideas You Can Do Yourself in
Your Backyard

Canva

Cheap garden decor can transform your backyard into a stunning
oasis without breaking the bank. With a bit of creativity and
some simple DIY projects, you can add personality and charm to
your garden. Check out these nine brilliant ways to make your
garden look amazing without blowing your budget.

1. Upcycled Furniture Planters
Give your garden a creative and unique touch by upcycling old
furniture into stunning planters! Turn that old dresser into a
beautiful planter by simply removing the drawers, lining them
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with landscaping fabric, and filling them with your favorite
plants.  You  can  get  even  more  creative  by  using  chairs,
tables, and bed frames to add an element of surprise to your
garden.  Upcycling  not  only  saves  money  but  also  adds  a
whimsical vibe to your outdoor space. Don’t forget to paint
the furniture in vibrant colors to make your garden stand out!

2. DIY Garden Stepping Stones
Create  personalized  stepping  stones  to  add  charm  to  your
garden paths. Use a concrete mix and pour it into molds, which
can be as simple as old baking pans or plastic containers.
Before the concrete sets, embed decorative items like colorful
stones, marbles, or mosaic tiles. You can also press leaves or
handprints into the wet concrete for a more personal touch.
These custom stepping stones are a cheap garden decor idea
that adds both beauty and functionality.

3.  Cheap  Garden  Decor:  Painted
Rocks and Pebbles
Painting rocks and pebbles is an easy and inexpensive way to
add color to your garden. Collect smooth stones from your yard
or local garden center and paint them with bright colors or
patterns.  You  can  create  ladybugs,  flowers,  or  abstract
designs.  Use  acrylic  paint  and  seal  the  rocks  with  a
waterproof  varnish  to  ensure  they  withstand  the  elements.
Scatter them around your garden beds or use them to line
pathways for a cheerful and artistic touch.

4. Repurposed Garden Tools
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Old garden tools can be turned into charming garden decor with
a bit of creativity. Paint old shovels, rakes, and hoes in
vibrant colors and use them as wall art or garden markers. You
can  also  use  tools  to  create  rustic  plant  trellises  or
supports. Hang them on fences or walls to add a vintage, farm-
style aesthetic to your backyard. Repurposing tools is a cost-
effective way to give your garden a unique and personal touch.

5. DIY Bird Feeders and Houses
Attract birds to your garden by making your own bird feeders
and houses. Use materials like old teacups, mason jars, or
scrap wood to create unique and attractive bird feeders. Paint
and decorate the feeders to match your garden theme. Hang them
from trees or garden hooks to add an element of wildlife to
your  backyard.  This  cheap  garden  decor  idea  not  only
beautifies  your  garden  but  also  supports  local  bird
populations.
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6.  Cheap  Garden  Decor:  Tire
Planters
Old tires can be transformed into eye-catching planters with a
bit of paint and creativity. Paint the tires in bright, fun
colors and stack them to create vertical planters or arrange
them  in  different  shapes.  Fill  them  with  soil  and  plant
colorful flowers or herbs. Tires can also be used as garden
borders or seating areas. This eco-friendly and cheap garden
decor adds a bold and playful look to your garden.

7. Mason Jar Lanterns
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Create a magical atmosphere in your garden with DIY mason jar
lanterns. Fill mason jars with battery-operated fairy lights
or  solar-powered  LED  lights.  You  can  also  add  decorative
elements like sand, shells, or small stones inside the jars.



Hang the lanterns from trees, hooks, or place them on tables
to create a cozy, illuminated space. These lanterns are a
cheap garden decor idea that adds warmth and charm to your
backyard.

8. Pallet Garden Furniture
Pallets are versatile and can be transformed into a variety of
garden furniture pieces. Use pallets to build benches, tables,
or  even  vertical  gardens.  Sand  and  paint  the  pallets  to
protect them from the weather and give them a polished look.
Add  cushions  and  throws  for  comfort  and  style.  Pallet
furniture is a budget-friendly way to furnish your garden
while giving it a rustic, chic feel.

9. Wine Bottle Edging
Use old wine bottles to create an attractive garden border.
Collect bottles in different colors and bury them neck-down in
the soil around garden beds or pathways. The bottles catch and
reflect sunlight, adding a unique and colorful element to your
garden. This eco-friendly and inexpensive solution also helps
to recycle glass bottles. It’s a creative and stylish way to
define garden areas.

Cheap Garden Decor is the Key
With these nine cheap garden decor ideas, you can transform
your  backyard  into  a  stunning  and  inviting  space  without
spending a fortune. From upcycled furniture planters to wine
bottle edging, these creative solutions are easy to implement
and  add  a  personal  touch  to  your  garden.  Embrace  your
creativity  and  enjoy  the  process  of  making  your  garden
beautiful on a budget. Happy decorating!
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